
 
          

 
( UK = “The Day They Gave Babies Away” ) 
US  :  1957  :  dir. Allen Reisner  :  RKO                                            :  102 min 
prod: Sam Wiesenthal  :  scr: Dale and Katherine Euneson  :  dir.ph.: William Skall 
Patty McCormack; Rex Thompson; Butch Bernard; Jon Provost ………………………………… 
Cameron Mitchell; Glynis Johns; Hope Emerson; Ernest Truex; Alan Hale 
  

Ref: Pages Sources Stills Words  Ω   8    M   Copy on VHS Last Viewed 

5399 4 6 6 780      -    -    -    - No unseen 

 
 Can you see any “babies”?  Nope, me neither.        Rex Thompson and Patty McCormack centre  
          Source for all colour frame grabs here:  indeterminate website 
 
 

Leonard Maltin’s Movie and Video Guide 

2001 review: 

 

“Often touching story of pioneer family in 

Wisconsin determined to overcome all 

obstacles.  **1/2 ” 

 

 

Speelfilm Encyclopedie review – identical to 

above 

 

 

Halliwell’s Film Guide review 

 

“In 1856, a pioneer couple in Wisconsin train 

their children to carry on the family after their 

own deaths.  Weird sentimental sob story, even 

odder under its English title.  Surprisingly, 

some of it works quite well.  Scr: Dale and 

Katherine Euneson (apparently about their 

own ancestors).  * ” 

 

“A strong mood of folksy western 

reminiscence.”  –  MFB  

 

 

Movies on TV and Videocassette 1988-89 

review: 

 

“Long, sad saga of a brave pioneer family and 

their hardships in early Wisconsin.  Good  

 

All Mine to Give  



 
        Not too much hardship in evidence here – it could be a scene straight out of “Little House on the Prairie” 

 

 

performances give some spark to the tale.  **½ 

” 

 

 

The Sunday Times Guide to Movies on 

Television review: 

 

“Our own Glynis Johns turns up as pioneer 

lady with Cameron Mitchell in this hard slog 

of life on the frontier, sparely directed by 

Allen Reisner with considerable respect for the 

hardships of early Wisconsin.   ” 

 

 

Video Movie Guide 1993 review: 

 

“Reaching for the heartstrings, this melodrama 

follows the lives of a Scottish family in 1850s 

Wisconsin.  The backwoods life is brutal and 

by the film’s midpoint both the mother and 

father have died and left the oldest child the 

task of parceling out his little brothers and 

sisters to the far-flung neighbours.  A fairly 

decent weeper.  *** ” 

 

 

[no listing in "The Critics’ Film Guide", 
"The Good Film and Video Guide", “A 
Pictorial History of the Talkies”, "Rating 
the Movies (1990)", "The Time Out Film 
Guide", "TV Times Film & Video Guide 

1995", "Variety Movie Guide 1993" or "The 
Virgin Film Guide"] 
 
 
The Moving Picture Boy entry on Rex 

Thompson: 

 

“Rex, son of actor-turned-businessman John 

Thompson, made his stage debut in a 1949 

Broadway revue called "Alive and Kicking".  
He went on to play in "The King and I", 
"Escapade" and "King of Hearts" over the next 

four years.  He then became more active in 

television, in adaptations of "David 

Copperfield", "Great Expectations" and 

Saki’s "Sredni Vashtar" – perfect casting for 

this last. 

 

He was an intense-looking brunet with a wide, 

slightly ruthless mouth.  He started by playing 

a boy king in "YOUNG BESS" (and would be 

royal again, in 1957, when he played the 

double lead in a TV version of "The Prince 

and the Pauper".)  He went on to specialise in 

rich, spoilt, or even English children, though 

he had a huskier part in "ALL MINE TO 

GIVE", as the son of a pioneer family in 

Wisconsin.” 

 

 

 



 
              Vampirism was not uncommon in 1850s Wisconsin… 

 
              Sibling envy is not uncommon anywhere 

 

 

 

No further information currently available.  Patty McCormack, here as Annabelle Euneson, 
was 12, the year after receiving an Academy Award nomination for her screen debut as “THE 
BAD SEED”.  Aside from “AN EPISODE OF SPARROWS” in 56, “KATHY O” in 58, and “THE 
ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN” in 60, she made no other film appearances as a 
child, which is rather puzzling, and it’s hard not to conclude she became typed from the outset 
as a “film brat” (she had her own TV series – “Peck’s Bad Girl” – in 59), which she wasn’t. 
 



 
 Literacy teaching was still in its infancy – but pa gave it a go anyway 

 
 
 
American born Rex Thompson was 14.  He was one of the dozen title schoolboys in “HER 
TWELVE MEN” (53), and repeated his stage role of Lewis Leonowens in the Yul Brynner / 
Deborah Kerr “THE KING AND I” (56), but seems to have done his best work on television.  
Jon Provost (“ESCAPADE IN JAPAN”, “LASSIE’S GREAT ADVENTURE”) was 8. 
 
It’s normally the policy of families in such predicaments – “OUR MOTHER’S HOUSE”, “THE 
14”, “THE CEMENT GARDEN” to struggle to carry on after the death of the parent, rather 
than be separated into various foster homes. 
 
See subject index under DEATH / DYING CHILDREN, ORPHANS / ADOPTION, 
REFUGEES / EVACUEES / IMMIGRANTS, SIBLING HOUSEHOLDS, WESTERNS and 
possibly LARGE BROODS. 
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